


not comet: (p. 49): "Fenuiles in nature, like males, are promiscuous. This includes the higher apes." A general primer in 
zoology might have been of some value lo R«d, n ii would have pointed out that some animals, particularly amongst 
the birds, mate for life; that sexuality for some animals, including some primates, is year round although for others it is 
seasonal; that birthing of offspring is not necessarily related to copulation, i.e . that non-reproductive sexual behaviour does 
occur; that copulations are difficult to witness in forest; that the birth rate just may be ecologically inOuenced. 

In her critique ofE.O. Wilson and Sociobiology, Reed fails to note that unless taken from the viewpoint of religious doctrine, 
evolution is not about perfection, nor about orthogonal progress. It is about transmission of genes in its quintessence. 
Hence, it is worse than ludicrous to speak of greater perfection in insect societies, or movement towards perfection, etc. 

Yet movement towuds perfection is what is involved in Morgan's stages and forwarded , reiterated, thrust upon the reader 
by R«d. While it may indeed be true, as Reed suggests (p. 103) that evolutionism has been suppressed because academe 
is in cahoots wiih the Nling classes In stamping out revolutionary thinlcing, it may also be true that Morgan's terminology 
and unilinear thinking is prejudicial and even racist as well as being inaccurate. Were Reed to actually read some evolutionuy 
writers, from Dobzhansky (whom she cites but to whom there is no reference in the 'Bibliography') to Brown and Williams, 
the notion of variability and adaptation might affect her desperate clinging to antiquated dogma. That she is unaware of 
the racism inherent in Morgan's stages is apparent in the following, particularly symptomatic quote (p. 119): "Primitive 
peoples were Ignorant of the most elementary biological facts of life, including how babies are conceived and the inevitability 
of death. Hew, then, could they have understood the concept of incest, which presupposes a very high degree of scientific 
knowledge? Genetics, for example, is only as old as this century." It isn't tl'll<'. It simply isn't true. The vast phannacopia 
of non-westernized peoples, their knowledge of anatomy and natural science in general, is sufficient proof. And while 
genetics is only as old u this century, knowledge of animal breeding and inheritance is as much part of the repertoire of 
the hunter uit is of the Canner. Why, even Darwin knew about inheritance way back in 18S9! 

Reed views "survival.&" (p. l 04): kinship terminology, customs, etc. as relics of a former time, and proof of evolution. Like 
hands? or teeth? She fails to note that the fact that patterns transmitted over great time hold, in the contemporary context, 
u much significance, meaning or function as they will have done In times past. 

Her review of the pre .. nt state of Anthropology (pp. 117- 119) is valuable. She excels in historical reviews of literature 
and theory, at least when she divests such summaries of those strenuous affinnations which are always unsupported by 
evidence. She notes the pessimistic view, expressed by some anthropologists, that the discipline is bankrupt, Her solution 
to reinvigorate the field, however, is an echo ofWertheim's call to 'get back to evolution' (p. 110). Yet she derides E.O. 
Wilson's fonnulation of Sociobiology, whose purpose b just that. 

Nowhere is her lack of comprehension of evolutionary theory more patent than in her attempt to discredit Uvl-Strauss. 
Falling to understand variability or adaptation, she rejects Uvi-Strauss' acceptance of the fundamental structures of the 
human mind, which unites the human species In time and space. Her insistence on stages, likened to a child's develop· 
ment, would leave, once apin, our contemporary "primitives'" (her term) children of the developed, mature, advanced 
groups. And she has the hybris to despise social duwinists? 

While totally rejecting the "erroneous incest theory" (p. !SS) and the significance Uvi-Strauss has given it in human culture, 
Reed reiterates her view that the 'original' 'primitive' taboo was dual: against cannibalism and 'animal sexual violence' 
(p. I SS). Needless to say she lacks documentation for either of these phenomena in the past or contemporaneously. The 
few cases of cannibalism recorded in non-human primates occurred in situations of stress rathe r than as part of the typical 
protein gathering pattern. · 

The laclc of documentation, the poor referencing (see above), the fact that some references do not appeu in the (misnamed) 
bibliography -e.g. Dahlberg, 1947; Dobzhansky, 1963; Jay, .. The Female Primate in the Potential of Woman" (p. 29) - ue 
unnecessary. 

It is unfortunate that a topic of such importance u sexism and science should have been given such short shrift. I think 
Germaine Greer's evaluation cited on p. 91 of the text, sums the effort well: the work is "couched in typical marxist 
doctrinaire tmnlllolol)', buttteaed by phony anthropoloS)' and poor scholarship." 




